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Hustle Away Debt
Vince Luca is just like any other high school guy. His best friend, Alex, is trying to score
vicariously through him; his brother is a giant pain; and his father keeps bugging him to
get motivated. There is just one thing that really sets him apart for other kids—his father
happens to be the head of a powerful crime organization. Needless to say, while
Vince''s family''s connections can be handy for certain things (like when teachers are
afraid to give him a bad grade), they can put a serious crimp in his dating life. How is he
supposed to explain to a girl what his father does for a living? But when Vince meets a
girl who finally seems to be worth the trouble, her family turns out to be the biggest
problem of all. Because her father is an FBI agent—the one who wants to put his father
away for good.
Use cold water for most clothes washing and save up to $63 a year. Minimize your
carload and reduce your gas mileage by as much as 5 percent. Invest in a deep freezer
and fill it up with meat discounted at 30 percent or more. Take a look at your life and
you'll realize that there's almost always a way to make do on less. This book offers up a
bevy of ways to cut down on costs and still enjoy a satisfying lifestyle in any situation.
From practicing good gas conservation habits to learning to love leftovers, this book will
help every aspiring penny pincher stop the unnecessary spending and find the fun in
frugality!
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A pocket guide to meaningful design in seven steps.
From bestselling author of The $100 Startup and Side Hustle comes Chris Guillebeau's
engaging story about the power you have to create your own financial destiny. Like
financial classics The Latte Factor and The Richest Man in Babylon, The Money Tree
uses a compelling story with captivating characters to share its core insight: you are
never at the mercy of fortune as long as you have an appetite for hard work and a
willingness to step outside your comfort zone. Jake Aarons is in trouble. He's being
evicted from his apartment in less than 30 days, the bill for his $50,000 in overdue
student loans is almost due, and the digital marketing agency he works at just
implemented a new military-style grading system that might cost him his job. To top it
off, Jake's new relationship with Maya was going so well... but with everything else
falling down around him, he might lose her, too. In search of answers, Jake reluctantly
attends a weekly group meeting at the invitation of a coworker. Everyone in the group is
trying to create a lucrative side hustle with one key requirement: they can only spend up
to $500 before earning a profit. Over the course of several weeks, Jake undertakes a
series of challenges, first learning how to make $1,000 in a single weekend, and
ultimately how to discover the untapped skills he needs to take control of his
finances--and his life.
Money is a valuable commodity. Who wouldn't benefit from a little more of it? If you're
saving for a down payment, arranging a wedding, or working to pay off debt (ugh, will
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those student loans really go away? ), there's still something on your mind. A little spare
money will go a long way, whether it's for a rainy day fund or setting money together for
a rainy day. Your day work can be able to assist you in meeting your financial
obligations. A side hustle from home, on the other hand, is the game-changer that can
put money in your pocket while allowing you the opportunity you've always desired. A
side hustle is a way to supplement your income outside of your regular career. It
enables you to earn more money, allowing you to indulge your desires, purchase items
you need or desire, and alleviate financial concerns. If you're looking to supplement
your income or launch something that might eventually replace your day job, THE 21
BEST SIDE HUSTLE IDEAS TO MAKE $10000 TO $20000 PER MONTH is your go to,
side hustle is the new job security. When you have many sources of revenue, you have
more opportunities, and in today's world, choices aren't just good to have: they're
essential. To start a lucrative side hustle, you don't need any prior entrepreneurship
experience. You don't require a business degree, coding skills, or marketing expertise.
You still don't need any employers or investors. Anyone will learn to create a fast track
to independence using this book as a guide. There are 21 actual and profitable online
market models in this book, in THE 21 BEST SIDE HUSTLE IDEAS TO MAKE $10000
TO $20000 PER MONTH YOU WILL LEARN: - The best and most profitable side
hustle outthere - The most effective method to develop a successful side hustle - How
to deal with your side hustle while still having a job - The best side hustle for you - How
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to actually start a side hustle And so much more THIS BOOK IS AMAZING, SCROLL
UP TO BUY!
Make Money and Live BetterThe Side Hustle is for people who want or need to earn
some extra money outside of their day jobs. Maybe you need a few extra dollars to
make ends meet. Maybe you want to pay off debt.Maybe you want to save for a rainy
day or for your children's education. Maybe you just want to treat yourself to a nice
vacation or a new car without feeling guilty about it. Maybe you're looking for a way out
of the corporate world, an escape plan. That's the ultimate financial freedom,
right?That's how I got started down this entrepreneurial path, and it's the best choice I
ever made.You're willing to work for it because your future is worth working for.But your
time is limited, and you may not know where to start. There are a million and one ways
to "make money online" and everyone wants to sell you their "proven system for
Internet riches." It's hard to tell what's a scam and what's legit. Real-World
ExamplesThis book offers real-world examples of how regular people just like you and
me are earning side hustle income outside of traditional employment. Many have even
turned these part-time ventures into full-time businesses, throwing off the shackles of
their corporate overlords for good.And the cool thing is, there are no special technical
skills or prerequisites to get started with any of the ideas presented. Most don't require
any big scary upfront investment. (If you're a fan of Chris Guillebeau, Pat Flynn, or Tim
Ferriss, you'll love this!)Why Side Hustle?> Build Skills Build Security Build Income
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Build Freedom My StoryAfter college, I did what you're supposed to do: I got a job.The
problem was almost immediately I found myself looking for a way out. It wasn't that I
hated the work or my coworkers, but it just wasn't what I wanted to do with my life. The
thought of spending my next 30 years there was terrifying.So evenings and weekends I
turned my attention online. I'd been dabbling with building rudimentary websites,
learning online advertising channels, and even running my own small marketing
campaigns for other companies' products to test the waters. And that's what The Side
Hustle is about-finding a low-risk way make more money. Most entrepreneurship books
assume you have limitless time and limitless startup capital, but I know from talking to
thousands of side hustlers, that's simply not the reality. I started small and lean, but
steadily built up my side hustle until I could say good-bye to corporate work. You can do
it, too. I'll show you how.What's Inside?If you're looking for a get-rich-quick-scheme or
the secret to overnight success, you won't find it here. But what you will find are the
"Big 3" side hustle business models you can take action on right away.I've interviewed
hundreds of profitable side hustlers on The Side Hustle Show to figure out how their
businesses work, how they make money, and most importantly, how you can replicate
their success.In this book, you'll meet these real-world side hustlers who built and
sustained businesses they care about. They faced the same fears and uncertainties
you're wrestling with, but made something happen.Now it's your turn. What are you
waiting for? The timing will never be perfect. Scroll up and hit the "Buy Now" button to
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grab your copy now!
The author of the New York Times Bestseller THE $100 STARTUP, shows how to
launch a profitable side hustle in just 27 days. To some, the idea of quitting their day job
to start a business is exhilarating. For others, it’s terrifying. After all, a job that produces
a steady paycheck can be difficult to give up. But in a time when businesses have so
little loyalty to employees that the very notion of “job security” has become a punchline,
wouldn’t it be great to have an additional source of income to fall back on? And
wouldn’t it be great to make that happen without leaving your day job? Enter the Side
Hustle. Based on detailed information from hundreds of case studies, Chris Guillebeau
provides a step-by-step guide that anyone can use to create and launch a profitable
project in less than a month. Designed for the busy and impatient, this plan will have
you generating income immediately, without the risk of throwing yourself head first into
the world of entrepreneurship. Whether you just want to make some extra money, or
start something that may end up replacing your day job entirely, the side hustle is the
new job security. When you generate income from multiple sources, it gives you
options, and in today’s world, options aren't just nice to have: they're essential. You
don’t need entrepreneurial experience to launch a profitable side hustle. You don’t
need a business degree, know how to code, or be an expert marketer. And you
certainly don’t need employees or investors. With this book as your guide, anyone can
learn to build a fast track to freedom.
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NEW YORK TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL, AND USA TODAY BESTSELLER • A
ten-step plan for finding peace, safety, and harmony with your money—no matter how
big or small your goals and no matter how rocky the market might be—by the inspiring
and savvy “Budgetnista.” “No matter where you stand in your money journey, Get
Good with Money has a lesson or two for you!”—Erin Lowry, bestselling author of the
Broke Millennial series Tiffany Aliche was a successful pre-school teacher with a
healthy nest egg when a recession and advice from a shady advisor put her out of a job
and into a huge financial hole. As she began to chart the path to her own financial
rescue, the outline of her ten-step formula for attaining both financial security and
peace of mind began to take shape. These principles have now helped more than one
million women worldwide save and pay off millions in debt, and begin planning for a
richer life. Revealing this practical ten-step process for the first time in its entirety, Get
Good with Money introduces the powerful concept of building wealth through financial
wholeness: a realistic, achievable, and energizing alternative to get-rich-quick and overcomplicated money management systems. With helpful checklists, worksheets, a tool
kit of resources, and advanced advice from experts who Tiffany herself relies on (her
“Budgetnista Boosters”), Get Good with Money gets crystal clear on the short-term
actions that lead to long-term goals, including: • A simple technique to determine your
baseline or “noodle budget,” examine and systemize your expenses, and lay out a plan
that allows you to say yes to your dreams. • An assessment tool that helps you
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understand whether you have a “don't make enough” problem or a “spend too much”
issue—as well as ways to fix both. • Best practices for saving for a rainy day (aka job
loss), a big-ticket item (a house, a trip, a car), and money that can be invested for your
future. • Detailed advice and action steps for taking charge of your credit score,
maximizing bill-paying automation, savings and investing, and calculating your life,
disability, and property insurance needs. • Ways to protect your beneficiaries' future,
and ensure that your financial wishes will stand the test of time. An invaluable guide to
cultivating good financial habits and making your money work for you, Get Good with
Money will help you build a solid foundation for your life (and legacy) that’s rich in
every way.
Vincent and his wife were stuck in dead end newspaper photography jobs, in debt,
stressed, with a baby on the way while making $15 an hour. After winning the highest
award in his field, Vincent was offered a 3 percent raise. He knew at that moment he
needed a monumental change. One month away from their baby being born, Vincent
and Elizabeth started a side photography business out of desperation. In less than four
years, they grew their business to pay off all of their debt, including their home, and left
their jobs for a life of freedom. With the world moving rapidly towards a freelance
model, Freelance to Freedom is not only timely and necessary, but it’s also
entertaining, engaging and paints a picture for anyone looking for a life of freedom with
money, time and location.
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How to get good with money, even if you have no idea where to start. The Financial
Diet is the personal finance book for people who don’t care about personal finance.
Whether you’re in need of an overspending detox, buried under student debt, or just
trying to figure out how to live on an entry-level salary, The Financial Diet gives you
tools to make a budget, understand investments, and deal with your credit. Chelsea
Fagan has tapped a range of experts to help you make the best choices for you, but
she also knows that being smarter with money isn’t just about what you put in the
bank. It’s about everything—from the clothes you put in your closet, to your financial
relationship habits, to the food you put in your kitchen (instead of ordering in again). So
The Financial Diet gives you the tools to negotiate a raise and the perfect cocktail
recipe to celebrate your new salary. The Financial Diet will teach you: • how to get
good with money in a year. • the ingredients everyone needs to have a budget-friendly
kitchen. • how to talk about awkward money stuff with your friends. • the best way to
make (and stick to!) a budget. • how to take care of your house like a grown-up. • what
the hell it means to invest (and how you can do it).
The entire Holy Bible rewritten as parody. The history, poetry, gospels, prophets of the
Old Testament, letters of the New Testament -- the entire thing rewritten to make you
laugh as it points out the lunacy, immorality and horror of the "good book". Audacious,
sacrilegious, blasphemous, scandalous, but most of all hilarious, as long as you are not
one who takes this book of mythology seriously. You may learn more about the Bible by
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reading this version than by reading the original.
Although we have been successful in our careers, they have not turned out quite as we
expected. We both have changed positions several times-for all the right reasons-but
there are no pension plans vesting on our behalf. Our retirement funds are growing only
through our individual contributions. Michael and I have a wonderful marriage with three
great children. As I write this, two are in college and one is just beginning high school.
We have spent a fortune making sure our children have received the best education
available. One day in 1996, one of my children came home disillusioned with school.
He was bored and tired of studying. “Why should I put time into studying subjects I will
never use in real life?” he protested. Without thinking, I responded, “Because if you
don't get good grades, you won't get into college.” “Regardless of whether I go to
college,” he replied, “I'm going to be rich.”
Free yourself from maxed-out cards, mounting interest, and constant money stress with
this “entertaining and easy to read” guide (Windsor Star). If you’re afraid to open your
bills, if you’ve never added up how much you owe, if you can’t even imagine being
debt-free—it’s time to join the thousands of people Gail Vaz-Oxlade has helped. Her
straightforward approach to money management is based on self-control, hard work,
and prioritizing what’s really important. Debt-Free Forever is Gail’s step-by-step guide,
and she’ll show you how to: figure out how much you’ve actually been spending
calculate how much you owe—and what it’s costing you build a budget that works
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maximize your debt repayments so you can be free of consumer debt in three years or
less prepare for a rainy day so it doesn’t cause a major setback set goals for your new,
debt-free life Make no mistake: Getting out of debt isn’t easy. But in Debt-Free Forever,
Gail gives you a clear strategy and the steps needed to implement it. So if you’re
finished with excuses, overdue notices, and maxed-out credit cards, follow the
plan—and start becoming debt-free forever.
A dynamic, game-changing guide to finding success and fearlessly outsmarting the
system Too often we feel like underdogs fighting a system that stacks the odds against
us. We work hard, follow the rules, and dream of a better life. But these days, working
harder doesn’t always lead to fulfillment. In fact, according to Gallup research, nearly
90 percent of people feel disconnected from their jobs. So how do you break free from
the drudgery and achieve more success on your own terms? You hustle. The secret
lies in making manageable tweaks and placing small bets on pursuits that propel you
from who you are today to the person you’re destined to become. In Hustle, Neil Patel,
Patrick Vlaskovits, and Jonas Koffler--three of the nation’s top entrepreneurs and
consultants--have teamed up to teach you how to look at work and life through a new
lens--one based on discovering projects you enjoy and the people and opportunities
that support your talents, growth, income, and happiness. The authors reveal their
groundbreaking three-part framework of Heart, Head, and Habits. Along the way, you
will learn to redefine hustle as the optimal path to success using powerful, often
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counterintuitive, advice, including: • Why you must own your dreams, not rent dreams
from others • Ways to create your own luck and “POP” • How to betray yourself to stay
true to yourself--and develop your potential • The four major career hustles and the
path that's best for you More than just an inspirational career guide, Hustle aims to
fundamentally transform the way you work and live, and give yourself permission to
thrive in today’s uncertain world.
Best-selling author Chris Guillebeau presents a full-color ideabook featuring 100 stories
of regular people launching successful side businesses that almost anyone can do.
This unique guide features the startup stories of regular people launching side
businesses that almost anyone can do: an urban tour guide, an artist inspired by maps,
a travel site founder, an ice pop maker, a confetti photographer, a group of friends who
sell hammocks to support local economies, and many more. In 100 Side Hustles, bestselling author of The $100 Startup Chris Guillebeau presents a colorful "idea book"
filled with inspiration for your next big idea. Distilled from Guillebeau's popular Side
Hustle School podcast, these case studies feature teachers, artists, coders, and even
entire families who've found ways to create new sources of income. With insights,
takeaways, and photography that reveals the human element behind the hustles, this
playbook covers every important step of launching a side hustle, from identifying
underserved markets to crafting unique products and services that spring from your
passions. Soon you'll find yourself joining the ranks of these innovative
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entrepreneurs--making money on the side while living your best life.
Your present financial problem and debt fear didn't just happen out of the blue, but
something triggers you into that loan. Understand WHY, WHEN, and HOW to avoid
them.Who knows? Maybe taking that loan is unnecessary because you're about to
discover alternative methods to generate money to pay off your debts and raise more
funds for your next project and startup without taking any loans.We all know, getting
over one's mortgage debt, Car/student loan, and credit card debt can be very
challenging in the present global economic crisis caused by the pandemic.However, if
you want to convert your shabby financial pressures into complete financial freedom,
you must first understand and identify what your debt triggers are and how to escape
them.Moreover, for anyone already dealing with debt settlement, struggling to erase
their loan, and also need a plan to get out of a credit mess fast, what you require is an
advanced debt repayment guide book.Debts Triggers Relief Vaccine will show you a
practical guide to improve your poor and small bank account within a few weeks.I know
you must have bought various get-over-your-debt-quick books without seeing any
result, but this is a complete game-changer based on productive when it comes to
paying off debt guide.More from this book, you'll discover how to use Debts Triggers
Relief Vaccine to settle your debt fast, achieve financial freedom faster, and transform
your addictive poor spending lifestyles to save and invest more.Also, you will learn:
-The #1 killer to your financial freedom in the twenty-first century.-How to stop thinking
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of great ideas to sell and what to sell instead.- How to raise more funds for debt by
selling just an Idea to the implementers?-Strategies raise emergencies and retirement
funds without burn savings!- Why, depending on paycheck budgeting alone, is no
longer sustainable again?- Why do people still fail financially after reading lots of
finance management books, blogs, and attend seminars?-#1 Urgent Debt recovery
secret rich men won't let you know.- Understand the forces behind taking more debt
and debt triggers.- What to do when debt pressures' anxiety affecting your WellbeingNo startup cost Side hustling jobs to help pay off huge debt fast.- Identifying cheap
alternatives to those expenses that have been costing you lots of money daily.Techniques to raise and save money for your financial responsibilities that are a few
weeks away.And much more debt settlement and the path to financial success
techniques.Either you're struggling to pay off student loan debt, saving for a mortgage,
needs a Side hustling business to supplement your earnings, or trying to control your
spending orgy habits, this book has got you covered.Get a financial aid and raise
Capital for debt by click "BUY NOW" Button, and invest in your future
What if the solution to student debt was reinvesting in yourself? Are you a smart, hardworking person who always seems to struggle financially? Do you ever second-guess
decisions to pursue higher education because of your student loans? Has extreme
budgeting eliminated joy and comfort from life, yet you’re still several years away from
being debt-free? Conventional wisdom tells us the formula for success is simple: go to
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school, get a job, work hard, repeat as needed until you retire. It tells us that debt is the
result of poor choices and irresponsible spending. Unfortunately, such advice fails to
take into account the recent (and not-so-recent) graduates for whom predatory student
lending rates have set them back tens or even hundreds of thousands of dollars before
they even enter the job market. In Buy the Avocado Toast, Stephanie Bousley shares
lessons learned through years of working hard and perpetually undervaluing herself
while coming to terms with owing almost $300,000 in student debt. Through a holistic
approach to both net worth and self-worth, Bousley offers readers hope for their own
financial situations by providing step-by-step instructions on reducing debt, living better,
and rooting out the self-defeating beliefs that keep us broke.
No theory. Just results. This is your side hustle "sampler platter" -- you'll get a quick
profile of 100 different entrepreneurs to see: How they got their side hustle idea How
much it cost to start How they found their initial traction or customers Their favorite
marketing strategies How long it took to reach $1000 in profit Their mistakes along the
way and more According to a recent study, 69% of Americans have less than $1,000 in
a savings account. Worse, 45% reported having $0 in a savings account! I don't have to
tell you--if you're in that position, you know it's a fragile way to live. You're one
unexpected expense, one missed paycheck, one surprise layoff away from taking on
more debt. This book is about creating some financial margin in your life. What do I
mean by margin? Margin is the gap between your income and your expenses. If you're
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living paycheck to paycheck, or spending nearly everything you make, you don't have
any margin. Think of it like financial breathing room. Life becomes a lot less stressful
and a lot more fun when you have some breathing room in your budget. But the truth is,
most people don't. Nearly four out of five families live paycheck to paycheck. It doesn't
have to be that way. Real people are making real money on the side--on their own
terms. This book shares their stories. Scroll up and order now to start (or accelerate)
your own side hustle journey! I'd love to include YOU in the sequel :)
Earn Extra Cash The Side Hustle Path is for people who want or need to earn some
extra money outside of their day jobs. Maybe you need a few extra dollars to make
ends meet. Maybe you want to pay off debt. Maybe you want to save for a rainy day, or
for your children’s education. Maybe you just want to treat yourself to a nice vacation
or a new car without feeling guilty about it. Maybe you’re looking for a way out of the
corporate world, an escape plan. That’s the ultimate financial freedom, right? That’s
how I got started down this entrepreneurial path, and it’s been the best choice I ever
made. You’re willing to work for it, because your future is worth working for. The
challenge is time is limited, and you may not know where to start. There are a million
and one ways to “make money online” and everyone wants to sell you their “proven
system for Internet riches.” It’s hard to tell what’s a scam and what’s legit. Real-World
Examples This book offers 10 real-world examples of how regular people just like you
and me are earning side hustle income outside of traditional employment. Many have
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even turned these part-time ventures into full-time businesses, throwing off the
shackles of their corporate overlords for good. And the cool thing is, there are no
special technical skills or prerequisites to get started with any of the ideas presented.
Most don’t require any big scary upfront investment. Why Side Hustle?Build Skills Build
Security Build Income Build Freedom My Story After college, I did what you’re
supposed to do: I got a job. The problem was almost immediately I found myself looking
for a way out. It wasn’t that I hated the work or my coworkers, but it just wasn’t what I
wanted to do with my life. The thought of spending my next 30 years there was
terrifying. So evenings and weekends I turned my attention online. I’d been dabbling
with building rudimentary websites, learning online advertising channels, and even
running my own small marketing campaigns for other company’s products to test the
waters. And that’s what The Side Hustle Path is about; finding a low-risk way make
more money. If you’re looking for a get-rich-quick-scheme or the secret to overnight
success, you won’t find it here. But what you will find are 10 down-to-earth
entrepreneurs who were once sitting in your same position. They felt the same fears
and uncertainties, but took action anyway. What are you waiting for? Scroll up and
download your copy now!
S?d? hu?tl?? are one of the best w??? to increase ??ur ?n??m? ?? you ??n ??? ?ff debt,
??v? up f?r a b?g ?ur?h???, gr?w your r?t?r?m?nt ??v?ng?, or r?du?? your f?n?n???l
?tr???.Th?t m??n? you can u?? these side hustle ideas wh?n y?u'v? g?tt?n so f?r?d u?
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?b?ut d??tr???ng ??ur debt that you ?r? r??d? t? f?nd a w?? t? earn ?n extra
$500-$1,500 ??r month t? put towards ?t. Y?u w?nt t? ??v? up for a v???t??n that's ju?t
a f?w m?nth? away.You've ?run?h?d th? numb?r? f?r r?t?r?m?nt ?nd h?v? r??l?z?d th?
?m???t of ?dd?ng a f?w hundr?d d?ll?r? m?r? each month t? ??ur r?t?r?m?nt fund. If
??u want to kn?w what makes a ??d? hu?tl? a g??d ?n?, I've g?t ??u.The best side
hu?tl? ?d??? ?r? flexible and ??? w?ll. I ??r??n?ll? l?k? side g?g? that ?r? scalable (?? in
ones you ??n bu?ld ?nt? a much l?rg?r bu??n???), but n?t ?v?r??n? ?? l??k?ng f?r a
new career.In f??t, if ??u'r? just l??k?ng f?r ??m?th?ng simple to help you make money
through online business or make money from home, SIDE HUSTLES TO EARN UPTO
$1500 MONTHLY is your best book to read. You can choose from variety of options in
the book and if you decide to do it full time, $1,500 may just be your starting point.Earn
more, win more with SIDE HUSTLES TO EARN UPTO $1500 MONTHLY by LISA
PENS
Finalist for the 2016 Dorothea Lange/Paul Taylor Prize Featured on The Washington
Post, The Daily Mail, and The Huffington Post, USA Today, Business Insider,
Refinery29 Based on the popular online photo series and now published in print for the
first time, The Debt Project collects 99 portraits of debt across the US, featuring people
of all different backgrounds and stories, to recontextualize an often stigmatized
experience. In 2012, Brittany Powell made the difficult decision to file for bankruptcy for
her photography business. She found herself in a significant amount of debt, a position
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many Americans across the country still share, a common yet isolating and private
experience often steeped in shame. Her personal experience, bolstered by the
99-Percent movement, brought her to start The Debt Project, an exploration of the role
debt and finance plays in our personal identity and social structure. This book presents
an intimate look into 99 different lives: each shares an arrestingly honest portrait in the
person’s home, surrounded by all their belongings, accompanied by a handwritten note
of the amount of debt that person is in and the story behind the numbers. The Debt
Project, with a foreword by writer and filmmaker Astra Taylor, examines the social and
personal hold debt has on us and invites others into a private world, while at the same
empowering people to share their stories and overcome the shame they may feel.
Hustle Away DebtEliminate Your Debt by Making More MoneyDragonfruit Designs
If you are looking for a job in this present severe economic conditions, caused by global
pandemics called covid-19, can be quite a challenge, except you start Side Hustle
Business.There's no doubt that individuals businesses are feeling the impacts of
Coronavirus.Even when the businesses stay open in post-covid-19, people still face
some issues such as clearing of accumulated debts during the lockdown, no access to
funds for Startup, and unable to pay some extra monthly bills.Only way out of this
financial depression...It's so crucial for everyone to Start Profitable Side Business in this
Gig Economy.If you have a skill that's not being used to its full potential, it may be time
to consider using this to add-on your salary with extra side gigs that works.Also, those
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already having a full-time job without side hustle income may find it hard to keep up
with the constantly rising cost of living.So, if you are looking for ways to increase your
income without quitting, leaving, or replacing your day jobs, taking on a profitable sidehustle may be the answer.No doubt, the more streams of income one has, the more
financially secure one will be- it's like an analogy don't have all your eggs in a single
basket.You get your paycheck, pay your rent and monthly bills, and discover that you're
left with a little amount not even worthy of saving because you still have to eat before
your next paycheck.This Side hustling practical guide is guaranteed to make you extra
thousands dollar weekly or monthly if you follow all the guidelines listed in this
book.Who needs Side Hustle To A Genuine Quick Financial Freedom?-College
students who solely depend on a student loan for their education.-Startups who needs
to raise funds for their business or ideas.-Unemployed with financial burdens due to the
current economic crisis.-The working class who need extra bucks to meet their monthly
expenses-Anyone with an accumulated debt that needs to settle it fast.-Someone who
needs financial planning to save up for some costs that are a few weeks
away.-Individuals who want to add more money to their retirement funds.-Retired but
not tired of working for extra income, and more.What you will discover in this book that
will fast-track your Side Hustle success?-Questions you must answer before starting a
side hustle-What to avoid if you don't want to fail in your side hustling?-What to apply if
you need fast-track success in side-gigs?-Understand the skills and services people are
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ready to pay for.-Get over your competitor techniques.-Know your first assignment in
side-hustling-Post covid-19 promotions that work best in side-hustling.-Directories to
add your side hustle services for more visibility.-Selling services or products online,
what work now, and what doesn't?-How to negotiate with clients, so they agreed with
you?-Become a social influencer without prior followers-29 most in-demand side
hustling, you can start right away.-Editable cold-pitch templates to start your side hustle
campaignAnd many more hidden secrets to a successful side hustle.There are no set
times like a 9 to 5 work; therefore, you have to set time aside to work on your side
hustle and gig economy to fast-track financial freedom.You can take up this side
hustling in the evenings, on weekends, or during vacation breaks.It provides additional
income while offering the flexibility to complete work outside of the traditional 9 to 5
hours jobs. Click the "BUY NOW" Button and invest in your life.
Learn how to get out of debt from an expert Debt free living: Forbes calls David
Carlson's personal finance blog Young Adult Money "a must read for millennials."
Hustle Away Debt, by David Carlson, gives millennials drowning in debt - student and
otherwise - a lifeline. Learn the secrets to being debt free: Carlson details his secrets to
getting out of debt through the concept of "side hustles." He shows how side hustles
can help you develop new sources of income that allow you to pay off debt faster. He
also shows how this can lead you to explore new fields you might not have otherwise
worked in and how you can pick up useful skills for your full-time job - all while
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developing your earning potential to the fullest. In Hustle Away Debt, you will learn:
What it is like to enjoy debt free living How to save more and get ahead faster What it
takes to seize control of your money How to get out of debt once and for all How to
eliminate student debt

Over half of Millennials are freaked out by their finances. Luckily, with Millennial
Money Makeover readers now have a guide to help them navigate the financial
issues of their time. Certified public accountant Conor Richardson offers a
refreshingly helpful and elegantly designed program to tackle essential money
matters. Millennial Money Makeover takes readers on a six-step journey to
transform their financial life and set them up for lifelong success. From learning
how to pay off student loans insanely fast to optimizing a financial ecosystem,
Millennial Money Makeover teaches readers how to reclaim their financial future
and jump-start the path to the rich life. Built for readers in their twenties and
thirties, this book gives Millennials a proven playbook. Learn new hacks like how
using robo-advisors can increase your returns and how leveraging delayed
gratification when buying your first home can save you thousands. Whether you
are planning a passion budget, figuring out how to finally purchase that big-ticket
item, or thinking about taking your first dip into investing, Conor will show you the
way.
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Eliminate Your Student Loan Debt Step-by-step approach to financial freedom:
David Carlson is the author of the book Hustle Away Debt and founder of the
millennial personal finance blog Young Adult Money. In Student Loan Solution
David explains what student loan borrowers should be focusing on. He provides
a 5-step approach to help you understand your loans, your options, and how to
improve your greater financial life, while paying down your student loan debt.
Learn how to take advantage of strategies that help you make more money, save
more money, and ultimately pay down your student loans faster. Everything you
need to know about student loan debt: Student loans are complicated. College
financial aid terms like “federal direct subsidized” and “GRAD Plus” mean little
to most of us. Each type of student loan is slightly different, with its own set of
rules and repayment options. Student Loan Solution explains everything you
need to know about your student loans including how they work, repayment
options and opportunities for loan forgiveness, and plans for managing and
paying down your loans. David Carlson covers it all. De-complicate your life: By
the time you are done reading this book, you will understand student loans, gain
control of your finances, and be armed with strategies to improve your finances.
Don't be a statistic: For millions of Americans, paying for college meant taking out
loans. If you are one of the 70% of college graduates burdened with these loans,
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Student Loan Solution could change your life. Fight the student loans epidemic
affecting 40 million borrowers?learn the best way to pay off the college degree
you worked so hard to earn. Student Loan Solution has the tools you need to
start your student loans repayment with a bang. Learn how to: • Pay off your
student loan debt • Personalize your student loan repayment plan • Live a
happier, financially smarter life
Popular blogger Anna Newell Jones of AndThenWeSaved.com delivers this selfhelp manifesto that reveals how a "spending fast" will help you get on the road to
living debt-free. In 2009, young photographer Anna Newell Jones was rapidly
suffocating under the weight of too much debt. An inveterate “spender,” she was
in way over her head, to the tune of almost $24,000. She knew her debt was only
going to get worse if she didn’t take action, but she didn’t know where to look for
help. On a whim, Anna decided to go on a spending fast—an idea she heard in
passing but knew little about. Creating her own method, she learned what worked
and what didn’t and wrote about it on her blog, AndThenWeSaved.com.
Amazingly, Anna was able to eliminate all $23,605.10 of her debt in only 15
months! She was interviewed in Forbes, Self, Glamour, Good Housekeeping, and
the Chicago Tribune. Anna’s journey inspired people and showed them that they
too could change the way they dealt with their own money woes. The Spender’s
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Guide To Debt-Free Living takes readers through a detailed step-by-step plan on
how to do a Spending Fast and get out of debt, including: Creating a
personalized Debt-Free Life Pledge. Understanding where your money is going
when you’re in debt, and where it will come from to pay it off. Learning why
putting money into a savings account before (or while) paying off debt may not be
the best idea for you. Finding additional income sources and generating side
gigs. Re-integrating spending into your life once you’re out of debt, so that you
stay out of debt. Filled with do-it-yourself ideas, insight from experts, and tons of
motivational tips and real-life practical advice, The Spender’s Guide to Debt-Free
Living proves that you don’t have to win the lottery or get a new job to change
your life.
In her debut book Dear Debt, personal finance expert Melanie Lockert combines
her endearing and humorous personal narrative with practical tools to help
readers overcome the crippling effects of debt. Drawing from her personal
experience of paying off eighty thousand dollars of student loan debt, Melanie
provides a wealth of money-saving tips to help her community of debt fighters
navigate the repayment process, increase current income, and ultimately become
debt-free. By breaking down complex financial concepts into clear, manageable
tools and step-by-step processes, Melanie has provided a venerable guide to
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overcoming debt fatigue and obtaining financial freedom. Inside Dear Debt you
will learn to: - Find the debt repayment strategy most effective for your needs Avoid spending temptations by knowing your triggers - Replace expensive habits
with cheaper alternatives - Become a frugal friend without being rude - Start a
side hustle to boost your current income - Negotiate your salary to maximize
value - Develop a financial plan for life after debt
Learn the basics of investing with this approachable guide to the world of finance
Clever Girl Finance: Learn How Investing Works, Grow Your Money is the
leading guide for women who seek to learn the basic foundations of personal
investing. In a no-nonsense and straightforward style, this book teaches readers:
Exactly how investing works and what you should be doing, no fancy finance
degree required How to leverage investing to build long term wealth even on a
modest salary The key pitfalls to avoid in order to become a successful investor
How to build a nest egg and invest in your future Insights from real-world success
stories from other "clever girl investors" Clever Girl Finance teaches readers the
irreplaceable value of investing for long-term financial gain, and the difference
between making money and building wealth. Written for any woman who’s ever
sought out an accessible introduction to the world of investing, this book is
especially suited to women interested in learning how investing works and taking
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guided action towards their financial success.
Take charge of your finances and achieve financial independence – the Clever
Girl way Join the ranks of thousands of smart and savvy women who have turned
to money expert and author Bola Sokunbi for guidance on ditching debt, saving
money, and building real wealth. Sokunbi, the force behind the hugely popular
Clever Girl Finance website, draws on her personal money mistakes and
financial redemption to educate and empower a new generation of women on
their journey to financial freedom. Lighthearted and accessible, Clever Girl
Finance encourages women to talk about money and financial wellness and
shows them how to navigate their own murky financial waters and come out
afloat on the other side. Monitor your expenses, build a budget, and stick with it
Make the most of a modest salary and still have money to spare Keep your credit
in check and clean up credit card chaos Start and succeed at your side hustle
Build a nest egg and invest in your future Transform your money mindset and be
accountable for your financial well-being Feel the power of real-world stories from
other “clever girls” Put yourself on the path to financial success with the valuable
lessons learned from Clever Girl Finance.
Transform your hobby or talent into a side hustle that will provide you with
inspiration, fulfillment, and a fortune. This book is the energetic motivational
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injection to help you overcome your fears and doubts.
Your Guide to Wealth and Success Live your wealthiest life: Sometimes the best
way to stick it to the man is by doing well for yourself. There’s just one problem:
it’s hard to do well for yourself when systemic oppression has placed
innumerable hurdles between you and your aspirations. The Feminist Financial
Handbook provides real motivation and resources for real women who may be
struggling?not only those who have already accumulated wealth. Overcome
obstacles: The Feminist Financial Handbook provides actionable tips for women
in business to overcome these obstacles without dulling the visceral experience
of the real-life struggles women face as they try to master their money
management and their lives. Because women’s experiences don’t exist in a
vacuum relegated to their gender, the handbook explores financial issues with
anecdotes and perspectives of women of different races, sexual orientations and
abilities. Find the answers to your money questions: Whether you want to learn
more about general financial planning principles, like saving or earning a higher
income, or delve into issues that disproportionately affect women, like the wage
gap or the long road to economic recovery after experiencing domestic violence,
The Feminist Financial Handbook has stories and advice from women who have
been there, worked through the struggle, and achieved personal success. Learn
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from the frontrunner of the Femme Frugality blog: Written in the same passionate
tone that has made Femme Frugality a two-time nominee for Best Women’s
Finance Blog, The Feminist Financial Handbook acknowledges the financial
struggles and oppression modern women face while providing actionable steps to
live your wealthiest life and achieve personal success. The Feminist Financial
Handbook presents a feminist view on finances relevant to a post-Recession
economy. This book will walk you through how to: • Decide what wealth and
success means for you • Learn how to earn more and negotiate effectively •
Master manageable money-saving methods
If you're a cash-strapped 20- or 30-something, it's time to stop scraping by and take
control of your money-- and your life. Lowry shows step-by-step how to go from flatbroke to financial badass. And she doesn't just cover boring stuff like credit card debt,
investing, and budgeting. You'll learn to understand your relationship with moolah,
manage your student loans, and get "financially naked" with your partner and find out
his or her debt number. and much more. This is the essential roadmap every financially
clueless millennial needs to become a money master. -- adapted from publisher info
Learn how to live the life you want, not just the life you can afford! Managing your
money is like going to the dentist or standing in line at the DMV. Nobody wants to do it,
but at some point, it's inevitable: you need to clean your teeth, renew your license, and
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manage your personal finances like a grown-up. Whether you're struggling to pay off
student loan debt, ready to stop living paycheck to paycheck, or have finally accepted
that your Beanie Baby collection will never pay off, tackling your finances may seem
immensely intimidating. But it doesn't have to be. By approaching personal finance as a
game--something that requires you to set clear goals, as well as face challenges you
must "beat"--personal finance can not only be easy to understand, but it can also be
fun! In Get Money, personal finance expert Kristin Wong shows you the exact steps to
getting more money in your pocket without letting it rule your life. Through a series of
challenges designed to boost your personal finance I.Q., interviews with other leading
financial experts, and exercises tailored to help you achieve even your biggest goals,
you'll learn valuable skills such as: Building a budget that (gasp) actually works Supercharging a debt payoff plan How to strategically hack your credit score Negotiating like
a shark (or at least a piranha) Side-hustling to speed up your money goals Starting a
lazy investment portfolio...and many more! Simply put, with this gamified guide to
personal finance, you'll no longer stress about understanding how your finances
work--you'll finally "get" money.
From New York Times bestselling author and nationally syndicated talk radio host Dave
Ramsey comes the secret to how he grew a multimillion dollar company from a card
table in his living room. If you’re at all responsible for your company’s success, you
can’t just be a hard-charging entrepreneur or a motivating, encouraging leader. You
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have to be both! Dave Ramsey, America’s trusted voice on money and business,
reveals the keys that grew his company from a one-man show to a multimillion-dollar
business—with no debt, low turnover, and a company culture that earns it the “Best
Place to Work” award year after year. This book presents Dave’s playbook for creating
work that matters; building an incredible group of passionate, empowered team
members; and winning the race with steady momentum that will roll over any obstacle.
Regardless of your business goals, you’ll discover that anyone can lead any venture to
unbelievable growth and prosperity through Dave’s common sense, counterculture,
EntreLeadership principles!
Are you looking for a way to generate extra money while still in school? Do you struggle
with paying for college and wonder if there is a way to make additional income so you
don't have to leave school with debt? Do you want to build a method for generating
cash so you don't have to work a 9 to 5 job once you graduate? Do you have goals, but
don't know how to achieve them? Have you been searching for a resource to help you
get the most out of your life? If this sounds like you, then keep reading! Th?r? are
m?ll??n? of w??? t? m?k? money - especially extra m?n?? ??d? hu?tl?ng. If ??u h?v?
the dr?v? and the ??????n for ??rn?ng m?n??, ??u CAN d? ?t. But sometimes, w?
struggle t? f?gur? out what t? d? th?t will actually ??rn us ?n?th?ng. W? simply h?t a
mental w?ll, and our money-making ?d??? r?m??n ?ut ?f reach. Having a side hustle
will help you achieve all of your goals, no matter how big or small they are. Regardless
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of who you are and what you want to accomplish, the basis of side hustling is the same
for everyone. This book will help you understand everything you need to know about
side hustles including the benefits and challenges they bring, and I will provide you with
a step-by-step process for choosing and launching a side hustle business along with
some practical examples and exercises that you can use to start right away. Never
before has there been a book so gentle in its approach and so effective at helping
people to change their lives for the better. Within these pages, you will discover: - Wh?t
is a s?d? hu?tl?? - Why y?u sh?uld c?n??d?r a side hustle - B?n?f?t? ?f a s?d? hu?tl? How t? f?nd a ??d? hu?tl? - Qu??t??n? t? ask when ??n??d?r?ng a ??d? hustle to m?k?
m?n?y - 10 ??mm?ndm?nt? f?r side-hustle ?u????? - 100+ great ideas for possible side
hustles AND MUCH MORE! No matter how young or old, how inexperienced or
experienced, or what education level you have, this book will be able to help you learn
what a side hustle is and how you can start one right away so you can utilize it in your
daily life to achieve the things you want to achieve. The things you want to achieve
don't have to be huge goals like building your own billion dollar company but you can
use it to start achieving some little things you want in life - like generating an extra $500
dollars a month to help pay bills or have a little more discretionary income. If you're
ready to take control and learn what a side hustle can do for bettering your life - then
look no further. Don't waste another minute, scroll up and hit "BUY NOW" to get started
today!
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How to get out of debt and enjoy debt free living with the powerful "Zero-Sum Budget"
method Zero Down Your Debt ? How to manage money and experience debt free living:
Getting into debt is a piece of cake, but getting out? That’s the hard part. Fortunately,
award-winning authors Holly Porter Johnson and Greg Johnson offer actionable tips
and advice in their new book on how to get out of debt and enjoy debt free living. The
secret? The “zero-sum budget”— the black belt of budgeting methods and the answer
to how to get out of debt and pay off that debt quickly. They should know: It helped
them wipe out $50,000 of debt. How to get out of debt: With just a pen and a piece of
paper in your arsenal, you’ll learn how to implement a zero-sum budget and become
debt-free – once and for all. The zero-sum budget’s primary tenets are giving every
single dollar earned a purpose — whether it’s for bills, debt repayment or savings — and
using last month’s earnings to cover this month’s bills. All you need is the know-how,
some willpower, and a positive attitude to transform your financial situation. Let Holly
and Greg Johnson show you how to put zero-sum budgeting to work for you. In Zero
Down Your Debt you will learn to: • Unlock the powerful potential of your paycheck to
help you save more and get ahead faster • Seize control of your money by creating a
simple monthly plan that actually works • Understand the root causes of your debt and
how to get out of debt • Use a step-by-step plan to eliminate your debt once and for all
and enjoy debt free living • Identify and avoid budget vampires that drain your bank
account and wreak havoc on your savings • Prepare for unexpected expenses and
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survive financial emergencies
An incendiary examination of burnout in millennials--the cultural shifts that got us here,
the pressures that sustain it, and the need for drastic change
After moving to New York City to become a Broadway actress, Stefanie O'Connell
faced one of two inevitabilities when faced with unemployment--spiral into debt or learn
how to effectively manage her money. Punctuated with humor, insight, and essential
money management lessons, The Broke and Beautiful Life offers practical strategies to
make smarter financial decisions today as a means to fulfill the goals and dreams of
tomorrow. Specializing in personal finance (with an emphasis on personal), Stefanie
engages those who shy away from the word "investing," scoff at the word "budget," and
equate interest rates with "snooze fest." She encourages readers to redefine their
relationship with money and approach budgeting as an exciting and sexy tool to
transform from broke to beautiful while enjoying every step along the way.
Are you caught in a debt trap you’ve been struggling to get out of? Read this book and
learn how to be financially FREE: • Find ways to earn extra money • Restore what
financial problems has taken away from you • Establish a strong financial fortress •
Experience freedom from financial stress Let JPaul help free you from the stress you
feel when you look at all your bills and then see that your income and savings are not
enough to pay for everything. He will also help you be free from relationship problems
created by financial debt. Start your financial success by growing your money mindset,
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learning how to build a strong financial fortress, and starting a side hustle that will lead
you to financial freedom. After reading this book, you’ll be on your way to financial
success, and soon declare to the world, “I’m financially free!”
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